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Abstract
The quality assurance and evaluation of schools requires early risk-detection;
a daunting task since school failures are typically rare and their origins complex. In the Netherlands, the Inspectorate of Education monitors the regulatory compliance of roughly 6000 primary schools, with limited resources and
capacity, and a desire for proportionality. In order to aid their risk-based
inspection method, we evaluate various case-based prediction models, and
propose a principled exploit-explore procedure for organizing school inspections. This approach has the potential to balance the benefits of prioritizing
inspections of presumed high-risk schools on the one hand, with the benefits
of verifying predicted risks and causal impact evaluations of school inspections on the other.

Risk detection is a daunting task. Not only is risk a complex and multifaceted construct, failures are often incidental. This also applies to the detection of primary schools
at risk, as schools can be at risk for profoundly different reasons, and school failure—i.e.,
insufficient regulatory compliance—is rare. On top of that, submitting all schools to frequent and rigorous risk assessments is often unfeasible due to resource capacity constraints.
Importantly, it is precisely these characteristics that pose considerable challenges to the
detection of risk, and that obstruct current efforts to warrant an acceptable quality of
education across primary schools.
In the current study, we explore case-based predictions of risk: predictions based on
statistically learned patterns between historical cases of schools at risk and those not at
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risk, and various characteristics of those schools. Importantly, such predictions are not
without error, and schools incorrectly receiving low risk predictions may go undetected
when not inspected. Moreover, organizing inspections solely at schools with the highest
risk predictions obstructs the ability to verify those predictions and evaluate the impact of
school inspections. On the other hand, the probability of being exposed to inspection as
an accountability measure has important implications with respect to—possibly perverse—
incentives and corresponding improvements in educational quality. Therefore, we suggest a
more principled approach for taking action on the basis of obtained risk predictions. Rather
than the common—and often misguided—practice of dichotomizing predictions using a
threshold for risk and solely targeting the cases predicted to be at risk, we suggest an
approach that not only exploits high-risk predictions by prioritizing the presumed high-risk
schools, but also explores the remaining schools as to support the continuous development
of more effective risk-based inspection schemes.
In the approach suggested in this paper, risk estimates are selected for rigorous followup verification by weighing not only the desired degree of recall (where perfect recall means
detecting all schools at risk) and precision (where perfect precision means only inspecting
schools that are actually at risk), but also the desired degree of exploitation (where full
exploitation means only inspecting schools with the highest predicted risk) and exploration
(where full exploration means inspecting schools irrespective of their predicted risk). Before
elaborating on this model in more detail, we first discuss the Dutch context of primary school
inspections and various conceptual considerations in risk prediction.
Risk Detection in the Netherlands
In the Netherlands, the government charges inspectorates with the detection of
risks (e.g., Ladd, 2010). Dutch inspectorates cover fields varying from labour to health
care, from education to mines, and from border control to, more recently, data. Naturally, inspectorates collaborate, both between and within disciplines. For instance, different
Dutch inspectorates collaborate in the Dutch Inspection Council. And in Europe, different
inspectorates of education are united in, and supported by, the Standing International Conference of Inspectorates (SICI). These collaborations stem from the common denominator
of inspectorates: monitoring the regulatory compliance of the institutions and activities in
their respective fields.
To facilitate their monitoring activities, many Dutch inspectorates have adopted a risk
based inspection (RBI) method. In such a method, the degree of monitoring is determined
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by the expected regulatory compliance, of which the inverse is often called risk. Evidently,
risk is a multifaceted concept that lacks a more concise definition. Definitions of risk
are largely influenced by politics, evolve over the years, and are captured in extensive
legislation. The Dutch Inspectorate of Education (hereafter, ‘inspectorate’)—amongst other
things responsible for detecting primary schools at risk—works with an RBI method since
2007. Importantly, the RBI method is rooted in a desire to increase the proportionality of
school visits and cope with (increasingly) limited capacity and resources.
The inspectorate’s current RBI method is described in the Inspection Framework
Primary Education 2017 (Dutch Inspectorate of Education, 2019). By law, every school
is inspected once every four years, although the degree and substance of such inspections
may vary from school to school. On top of that, schools may be inspected on the basis of a
yearly risk assessment. This assessment has two stages. First, a set of weighted indicators
determines the so called risk score. Schools with a high risk score are then subjected to a
desk analysis by an expert. If the expert analysis confirms the risk, the school is inspected.
Case-Based Predictions of Risk
Currently, the inspectorate uses rule-based predictions of schools at risk: hypothesized
relations between possible risk factors and actual risk. The indicators and weights of the
algorithm, as well as the risk thresholds, are chosen by the inspectorate. This rule based
algorithm has been in continuous development by the inspectorate, and has substantially
changed over the past decade. However, in the current study we explore case-based predictions of risk. In a case-based approach, the associations between indicators are learned
from historical data. In this section, we discuss various aspects of case based predictions of
risk.
To begin with, a case-based approach has multiple advantages. First, the prediction
algorithm has a direct relationship with the outcome of interest: the inspectorate’s (historical) assessments of schools. Second, it obviates the need to determine indicators and
weights manually. Also, it may provide a more unified algorithm that disregards indicators
that have no—or little—predictive value, diminishes the influence of highly correlated indicators, and takes into account complex interactions between various indicators. Of course,
a case-based approach has disadvantages as well. For instance, some complex case-based
approaches obscure the learned model (i.e., the learned relations between the indicators
and the outcome). Such highly uninterpretable models are a de facto black box. On the
other hand, the algorithms that are used for learning such models are fully transparent, and
arguably more so than some of the processes underlying rule-based approaches.
Then, a case-based approach to risk warrants two important remarks; one on the
causes of risk and one on the definition of risk. First, a case based approach capitalizes
on—possibly complex—associations between the predictors and the inspectorate’s risk assessments. Predictors are frequently interpreted as causal entities, but it cannot be overemphasized that correlation does not imply causation. Second, the developed models capitalize
on the inspectorate’s risk assessments of the past decade. That is, the models aim to predict the inspectorate’s assessment of risk on the basis of past judgements. The prediction
algorithm is therefore confined by the accuracy of the inspectorate’s assessments, including
possible idiosyncrasies such as human biases and varying decision processes. Moreover, it
is confined by the historical risk patterns observed in the available data.
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Evidently, such an approach alone cannot constitute an entire risk-based inspection
method, but complements risk assessments that target other aspects of risk. For one, predictions of risk can be embedded in an inspection policy such as described in the Inspection
Framework (Dutch Inspectorate of Education, 2019). Moreover, so-called signals—such as
parents’ notifications of encountered problems at a school—can provide timely and possibly
time-limited indications of risk that make limited sense in a historical context. Also, other
methods of risk assessment exist that can add aspects of risk that are not as easily captured
in historical (quantitative) data. For instance, banks are required to undergo (internal)
stress tests, to help understand the effects of changes in economic circumstances. Likewise,
stress tests for schools could similarly help surface the effects of for instance falling student
or teacher numbers.
Finally, and not limited to the case-based approach, there are many dimensions to
risk prediction. One may for instance distinguish the time of failure, the type of failure, the
origin of failure, the chance of failure, and the consequence of failure. Evidently, predictions
on multiple dimension provide better clues for the ultimate risk assessment. In our approach,
we aim to determine the time and chance of failure, and are unconcerned with the others.
In the current predictions of risk, we for instance do not take into account the impact of a
possible school failure—say, if a school is located in a district with few alternative schools.
We simply predict whether the inspectorate would classify the school as being at risk in the
subsequent school year.
Prediction, Classification, and Uncertainty
The prediction of binary risk, with schools being either at risk or not at risk, is
generally termed a classification problem. However, we make a strict distinction between
classification and prediction. In this study, the term classification is reserved for methods
that draw on class assignment. For class assignment, the models’ risk scores are transformed
into classes, for instance by means of a simple threshold. Evidently, class assignment is only
appropriate when classes can be sufficiently discriminated. Proper classification thus demands strong discrimination performance, and vice versa, when classes cannot be sufficiently
discriminated, classification is misguided.
Then, the term prediction is reserved for methods that draw on class probabilities.
When class discrimination is insufficient and class assignment cannot be justified, class
probabilities may provide an estimate of the probability that a school is at risk. Evidently,
class probabilities are only useful when probabilities are properly calibrated. That is, when
estimated class probabilities represent observed class proportions. If this is achieved, class
probabilities provide the inspectorate with the actual chances of particular schools being
at risk. However, whereas some models return actual class probabilities (such as logistic
regression), others do not, yet simply rank the model’s class believes by means of so-called
risk scores. Nevertheless, several methods exist to calibrate the returned risk scores and
obtain class probabilities.
Importantly, anticipating model performance results, class discrimination is expected
to be poor by definition, or rather, by lack of a definition. For one, school quality legislation,
the inspectorate’s translation of that legislation into policy, and the ultimate implementation
of that policy by different inspectors at different offices, all carry significant degrees of
freedom. Thus, although two schools may be identical, by chance alone the one may be
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judged to be at risk, whereas the other may not. This notorious challenge in harnessing
a strict definition of schools at risk results in an inevitable poor signal-to-noise ratio and
significant aleatoric uncertainty.
On top of the aleatoric uncertainty, there is a significant amount of epistemic uncertainty. For instance, the historical data that are used for training the prediction models are
biased towards schools at risk, assuming that the current RBI method outperforms a random selection of schools. Although such uncertainty can in principle be taken away—with
improved models, richer data, knowledge about future risk assessments, knowledge about
causal risk factors, and so on—the fact is in practice it often cannot. Therefore, to mitigate
the aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties, it is imperative to continuously verify the validity
of the models, by exploring schools regardless of their presumed risk. We turn to this issue
in the next section.
Explorations of Risk
Ultimately, risk prediction creates an opportunity for taking targeted action to prevent failure. As we alluded to in the beginning, we propose a principled procedure for taking
action on the basis of predicted risks. Key in this suggested procedure is the rigorous verification of predictions. On the one hand, exploitation is ensured by prioritizing inspection
visits to presumed high-risk schools: schools are ranked by their predicted risk, ensuring
that the expected recall and precision are maximized and thus respecting the desire to put
the limited capacity to good use. On the other hand, a random component is introduced
to the inspection visits. This is fundamental for retaining accurate risk detection; for safeguarding the incentives that result from a non-zero probability of being inspected, and for
enabling causal impact evaluations of school inspections. In this section, we discuss the
various reasons for the importance of explorations of risk.
First, risk-based inspection is susceptible to dramatic failure, for one simple and
straightforward reason. It is tempting to disregard presumed low-risk schools, and solely
target presumed high-risk schools, especially if inspection capacity is limited and proportionality is highly valued. It is similarly tempting to forget that predictions are based on
models, and that perfect models only exist in imagination. Whatever RBI method is chosen,
some schools predicted to be at risk will turn out to be not at risk, and more importantly,
some schools predicted to be not at risk will turn out to be at risk.
On top of that, prediction performance cannot be easily extrapolated to future observations. For one, case-based prediction models are evaluated on the basis of a holdout
set that necessarily includes only a portion of the available data. Evidently, performance
on this set cannot simply be extrapolated to cases outside of it. More problematic even,
is the fact that the definition of risk is not only subject to political and societal change,
but the mechanisms causing risk—and thus its relation with its predictor variables—are
neither necessarily constant. Indeed, changing inspection policies pose a threat to the long
term validity of prediction models, as metaphorically, the bow of prediction is spanned and
targeted at a bull’s-eye that is shifted as soon as the shot is fired. Thus, prediction models need verification, such that not only false positives, but also false negatives are—and
remain—detected.
Second, the problem of single-sided verification of predicted risk becomes excessively
pronounced when prediction models capitalize on historic inspection judgements, especially
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if these are obtained through risk-based methods themselves. For one, it is difficult to rule
out the existence of misclassifications in historic judgements, which in turn affect the prediction model. On top of that, the selection bias introduced by RBI methods (Jacobusse
& Veenman, 2016) paves the way for a self-fullfilling prophecy. Thus, explorations of presumed low-risk schools necessarily are a vital effort in any inspection policy that capitalizes
on the discussed judgements. Put differently, the aim of visiting presumed high-risk schools
is secondary, whereas the development of an accurate risk model is primary; the former fails
without the latter.
Third, inspectorate visits may provide an important incentive for schools to prioritize
educational quality, similar to the effects of public disclosure of school performance (Canton
& Webbink, 2004) and financial incentives (Barber, 2005). The current inspectorate’s policy
encourages the prioritization of educational quality by setting additional goals—‘quality
standards’—on top of the strictly legal requirements (Ehren et al., 2005). Also, one may
argue that the RBI method performs as an incentive, as schools are generally not lining
up for inspection visits and schools that are assumed to perform well are less frequently
inspected. Having said that, the RBI method also introduces a factor of predictability of the
frequency of school inspections that impairs the incentive. Not inspecting presumed low-risk
schools evidently removes the incentive, which may have—unintentional—negative effects.
Importantly, this dynamic can simply be neutralized by introducing a random component,
that is, exploration.
Fourth, and very much tied to the previous, it is desired—and expected—that the
inspectorate’s presence and policies have a positive effect on school quality. However, for
all we know, we can hardly tell. As de Wolf and Janssens (2007) substantiate: “(a) the
findings are ambiguous, (b) the research methodology varies substantially and is not always appropriate for testing causal effects and (c) the findings appear to be closely linked
to the research methodology used.” The authors rightly argue that experimental research
designs are key to inspection policy evaluations. Importantly, the Dutch four-yearly inspection commitment, in tandem with a random component in deciding on school visits
(i.e., exploration) provides the desired conditions. In other words, with a sufficiently large
set of schools randomly selected for judgement, an opportunity arises to learn whether the
inspectorate’s objectives indeed materialize.
Evidently, in addition to exploration, other specialized methods exist that may target
specific elements of the above challenges more efficiently. For instance, in the field of clinical
prediction, statistical updating methods (e.g., Su et al., 2016) are specifically used to adapt
prediction models to changing populations. And, in the field of machine learning, active
learning is used to determine which unlabeled cases (e.g., schools for which there is no judgement available) must be labeled (i.e., judged) to increase the performance of the prediction
model, also in case of class imbalance (e.g., Attenberg & Ertekin, 2013). Importantly, the
exploit and explore procedure suggested in this study is perfectly compatible with these
approaches, and additionally addresses incentives and causal impact evaluations resulting
from inspection schemes, thus having a more general benefit beyond verifying prediction
accuracy.
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Summary & Overview
With risk-based inspections, the inspectorate’s effectiveness with regard to three of
its key objectives is greatly determined by two important trade-offs. First, the detection
of schools at risk is determined by the trade-off in precision and recall. Prediction models
must balance and optimize this trade-off. Crucially, prediction models require continuous
evaluation and development for this trade-off to remain optimized rather than to deteriorate. Second, the trade-off in exploitation and exploration determines the effectiveness of
detection of schools at risk, the evaluation and development of prediction models, and the
evaluation of inspection effectiveness.
In the following sections, we evaluate case-based prediction models of Dutch primary
schools at risk and suggest an exploit and explore procedure that takes the discussed tradeoffs into account. In the Methods section we describe the data used for training and testing
the models. In the Results section we evaluate both classification and prediction performance of the trained models, and introduce the exploit and explore procedure. We finally
discuss exploitation and exploration in educational risk assessment, and decisions that need
to be considered when implementing such a policy.
Methods
Data
Identifiers. Cases were identified by the school ID and school year. Table 1 gives
the number of observed schools per school year, and the received judgement (either at risk,
not at risk, or no judgement).
School Year
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015

Schools
6603
6530
6449
6337

At Risk
108
150
110
102

Not At Risk
1092
1545
1037
1203

No Judgement
5403
4835
5302
5032

Table 1
For each School Year in the training data, the total number of observed Schools, the number
of At Risk schools, the number of Not At Risk schools, and the number of schools that
received No Judgement.
Label. The label—the variable that the model aims to predict—was made up of the
inspectorate’s historical judgements of Dutch primary schools. The inspectorate’s judgements vary from very poor and poor to average and good. With the goal of predicting schools
at risk in mind, we dichotimized the judgements, with poor and very poor schools labeled
at risk, and average and good schools labeled not at risk. Table 1 gives the frequencies of
observed values of the label for the different school years, and the numbers of missing label
observations.
Two factors drive (missing) observations. First, the four-yearly inspection commitment drives the majority of observations, yet creates intermediate missing label observations.
Second, the inspectorate’s RBI method ensures that some schools are inspected more than
once every four year, yet introduces a strong selection bias mechanism. In the training data,
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4473 schools were judged once, 336 schools were judged twice 62 schools were judged thrice,
and 4 schools were judged four times.
Table 2 provides an intuition for the frequencies of at risk judgements per school. It
gives the number of schools for which judgements are available across a particular number of
years (first column) and the times it was judged at risk (subsequent columns). It shows that
275 schools—the majority of schools that were judged at risk at least once—were judged
every available school year, but only once at risk. On the other hand, one school was also
judged every available school year, and four times at risk. To sum up, across the 6729
schools in the data, 372 schools provide 470 judgements of at risk.
No. of School Years
1
2
3
4

1
0
3
9
275

2

3

4

0
2
71

0
11

1

Table 2
For each No. of School Years with observed at risk or not at risk judgements in the training
data (rows), the number of schools that received an at risk judgement once (column 1), twice
(column 2), thrice (column 3), or four times (column 4).
Finally, the label is characterized by significant class imbalance, as evidenced in Table 1. One can safely assume severe class prior imbalance (i.e., base rate imbalance): the
vast majority of schools in the Netherlands is—fortunately—not at risk. Also, the label
is characterized by a strong class sample imbalance: among the schools that were judged
by the inspectorate, the majority is not at risk. Class sample imbalance is arguably less
pronounced due to the inspectorate’s RBI method, assuming that it selects schools at risk
with higher chance than schools not at risk.
Features. The features—the descriptive properties that function as the input for
the model—included data on school level performance (e.g., proportion of grade retention and grade skipping, average central exam score at the final school year), school level
demographics (e.g., proportion of student absence, changes in student numbers), general
school properties (e.g., school denomination, school profile (such as Montessori)), general
properties of school staff and boards (e.g., average teacher age, average teacher FTE), financial properties of school boards (e.g., financial solvency, housing costs ratio), school area
level demographics (e.g., school area urbanity, proportion of households with children in
the school area), and school area level geographics (e.g., proximity to alternative schools,
latitude, longitude). With in total 137 features—ignoring dummy variables for missing
observations—the data set is high-dimensional.
Figure 1 summarizes the missing feature observations. First, these missings can be
expressed in the number of missing feature observations per school. Figure 1a provides this
information, giving the proportion of missing feature observations for schools across school
years. It shows that the vast majority of schools have fewer than 50% missing feature
observations. Second, these missings can be expressed in the number of missing school
observations per feature. Figure 1b provides this information, giving the proportion of
missing observations across features. It shows that the majority of features have fewer than
25% missing school observations.
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(a) The number of schools across school years
(y-axis) and their proportions of missing feature
observations (x-axis). Bin width = .01.
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Proportion Missing School Observations

(b) The number of features (y-axis) and
their proportions of missing school observations
across school years (x-axis). Bin width = .01.

Figure 1 . Missing feature observations by school (left panel) and by feature (right panel).

In order to take into account the possible effects of the mechanisms that drove missing
feature observations, we included dummy variables for features, indicating 1 for a missing
value and 0 otherwise, and replaced missing values with the mean (numeric variables) or
mode (other variables) of the feature (also see Table 3).
Preprocessing. The data were preprocessed in three broad steps. First, we split
the data into a training and test set. The cases for school years 2011–2012 to 2014–2015
were added to the training set and for school year 2015–2016 to the test set. Second, for
every school, only the first school year with an observed label was selected for the training
regime. Whereas the four-yearly evaluation cycle provides independent observations, the
RBI method creates large dependencies between multiple label observations for a single
school within such a cycle (for instance, schools previously assessed to be at risk are visited
the subsequent year). Finally, we performed various feature transformations and selections,
described in Table 3.
Access & Eligibility. The data come primarily from the same sources that provide
data for the inspectorate’s regular process of risk assessment, and partly from open sources,
for instance provided by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science1 . Access to
the data was granted and facilitated by the inspectorate. The data were aggregated at the
level of the schools.

1

https://duo.nl/open_onderwijsdata/
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Description
Add dummy variables for features with missing values.
Impute missing values. Numeric features were imputed with
their mean value, whereas other features were imputed with
their mode value. By using mean imputations the variance
of the targeted features is decreased proportional to their degree of missingness, which reduces their possible importance
in the model. Moreover, the imputed means are captured by
the explicit missing dummy variables in the previous step.
Remove cases with a missing label value.
Remove constant features and identical features.

Remove cases
Remove features
Table 3
Feature engineering. Transformations were performed in the given order.
Models

Training & Validation. Four methods were evaluated using the R software
(v4.0.2) and caret package (v6.0-68): logistic regression (lr; using the stats package), logistic regression via penalized maximum likelihood (plr; using the glmnet package, v4.0-2),
support vector machine with linear kernel (svm; using the e1071 package, v1.7-3), and
stochastic gradient boosting (gbm; using the gbm package, v2.1.8). Parameters were tuned
using caret’s default grid search (with a grid size of 3 times the number of parameters).
Resampling was done using 10-fold cross-validation, repeated 5 times. Error terms were
averaged across folds and repetitions. Models were assessed on the basis of the obtained
area under the precision-recall-gain curve (PRG AUC ; Flach & Kull, 2015), and the model
with the highest AUC value was selected.
It deserves note that often the receiver operating characteristic (ROC ) curve is used
to assess and select models. The ROC curve evaluates
between the obtained
 the trade-off

P
TP
false positive rate F PF+T
and
true
positive
rate
.
The
area under the ROC
N
T P +F N
curve (ROC AUC ) is then used to summarize this trade-off in a single number. However,
with high class imbalance (i.e., positives  negatives), the ROC curve is more informative
of the identification of the majority class (schools not at risk) than of the identification of
the minority class (schools at risk). Although Juba and Le (2019) show that larger data sets
are necessary and sufficient for dealing with class imbalance, the number of Dutch primary
schools is effectively fixed and there is limited to zero capacity for additional inspection
visits.
When negatives prevail but true negatives are of limited interest, the precisionrecall (PR) curve provides a more informative measure of performance than does the
ROC curve (e.g., Davis & Goadrich, 2006; Saito & Rehmsmeier, 2015). The precisionrecall
(PR)
trade-off between the obtained positive predictive value

 curve evaluates the 
TP
P
and true positive rate T PT+F
T P +F P
N . It is superior to other measures that are used
in case of class imbalance—such as concentrated ROC curves and cost curves (Saito &
Rehmsmeier, 2015)—and the optimization of the ROC AUC does not necessarily improve
the PR AUC (Davis & Goadrich, 2006). The PRG AUC that we used in this study is
effectively obtained by plotting the PR curve in a different coordinate system, which solves
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some inherent issues of the PR AUC and is argued to result in better model selection (Flach
& Kull, 2015).
Evaluation. Model performance was evaluated on the basis of different criteria.
First, we evaluated discrimination performance, which is key to proper classification. For
this we used rank-based criteria for data with class imbalance: precision-recall-gain curves
(quantified by their AUC values) and precision and recall at k. Second, we evaluated calibration performance, which is key for proper prediction. For this we used calibration-based
criteria: reliability curves (quantified by two common skill scores: Brier scores and logarithmic loss). Importantly, the criteria are all threshold independent, provide an opportunity
to prioritize different aspects of model confusion (i.e., precision and recall), and evaluate
different goals (i.e., classification and prediction). The criteria are summarized in Table 4.
Results
In this section, we discuss both model performance and model utilization. First,
we evaluate discrimination performance and calibration performance using the criteria described in the Methods section. For clarity, we highlight the model with the largest PRG
AUC and provide the results for the other models in the Appendix. Second, we propose
a principled exploit and explore procedure that allows one to take action on the basis of
predictions. This procedure exploits the desired level of precision and recall, yet maintains
a similarly desired level of chance in picking schools for further risk assessment.
Model Performance
Discrimination performance. Discrimination performance signifies the extend
to which a model can be used for classification. In case of a well discriminating model,
the model consistently assigns higher risk scores to schools at risk than to schools not at
risk. Similarly, in case of a poorly discriminating model, there is no such consistent difference. Since—for the purpose of evaluating discrimination performance—only the predicted
risk rankings are of interest, we evaluated the models’ default class probability estimates
(without additional calibration) for cases in the test set.
Risk score distributions. To begin with, Figure 2 shows the distributions of risk
scores for schools at risk and schools not at risk. Clearly, the achieved class discrimination
suffers from a significant overlap between risk scores for both classes. As we alluded to
in the introduction, perfect discrimination is hard to achieve even in simple problems, let
alone in classifying schools at risk.
Precision-recall-gain curves. Precision-recall-gain (PRG) curves help capture
two key classification characteristics, as precision
and

 recall represent somewhat conflictTP
ing priorities of the inspectorate. Precision T P +F P manifests the desire to increase the
efficacy and proportionality of schools visits and
with limited financial resources by
 cope 
TP
reducing the number of false positives. Recall T P +F N on the other hand, manifests the
political and societal demand to detect each and every school at risk by reducing the number
of false negatives. This evident trade-off is displayed in the PRG curves. These curves, and
their associated areas under the curve (PRG AUC ), provide global measures of classification
performance.
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Figure 2 . Density curves of the risk scores for the at risk and not at risk class of the various
models. The distributions reflect the achieved class discrimination for the models on the
test set. Bin width = .01.
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Figure 3 shows the PRG curves for all models. Importantly, Table 4 provides an
intuition for the precision and recall gain scales. Also, whereas in an ROC curve the
antidiagonal provides the baseline, in a PRG curve the main diagonal provides the baseline.
Then, Table 5 summarizes the PRG AUC values for those curves. Although the AUC values
obscure model performance idiosyncracies by aggregating the curves into a single value, they
do allow for a quick global comparison. Other than the ROC AUC, the PRG AUC does
not allow for an intuitive understanding, but the same rule of thumb applies: a larger AUC
generally indicates better model performance.
Precision and recall at k. Although the risk score distributions and PRG curves
give an important intuition of the overall classification performance, the inspectorate’s responsibilities demand more specific performance measures. Importantly, precision and recall
at k, shown in Figure 4, capture both key aspects independently. Precision at k provides
the number of correct predictions at the top k predicted schools proportional to the total
number of predicted schools at k. The top panel of Figure 4 shows the precision at k for the
test set. When the top k schools are visited by the inspectorate, it provides the proportion
of schools at risk in that sample of visited schools. Evidently, a higher precision at k signifies
a better proportionality. In the ideal scenario, precision remains 1 with every increase in k,
until recall is 1.
Then, recall at k provides the number of correct predictions at the top k predicted
schools proportional to the total number of schools at risk. The bottom panel of Figure 4
shows the recall at k for the test set. It provides the number of schools that must be visited
in order to detect a certain proportion of schools at risk. Evidently, a higher recall at k
signifies a better coverage of schools at risk. In the ideal scenario, recall increases with every
increase in k, until recall is 1.
Taking these discrimination performance results together, classification by means of
class assignment defeats the purpose of prediction and is ill-advised. The reason is easily
observed. Class assignment makes sense if classes can be clearly discriminated and risk
score rankings or class probabilities have little added value. However, the achieved class
discrimination of the trained models is poor. We believe that the aleatory and epistemic
uncertainty discussed in the introduction, strengthened by the currently achieved discrimination performance, renders classification inappropriate.
Calibration performance. Calibration performance signifies the extend to which
a model can be used for prediction. In case of a poorly calibrated model, the estimated
class probabilities and observed class proportions are not in agreement. Similarly, in case of
a well calibrated model, there is such agreement. Conveniently, a well calibrated model can
thus be said to predict the actual class, as it provides that, for instance, not visiting schools
with a risk estimate of .1 would result in an approximate 10% error rate. Evidently, proper
prediction demands strong calibration performance. Since many predictive models return
risk scores rather than class probabilities, we performed two calibration methods that aim
to scale the obtained risk scores to actual probability estimates.
Following the model training phase, we calibrated the risk scores by applying either
Platt scaling or isotonic regression to the model predictions for the entire training set, and
used the obtained model to predict the classes of the test set. With Platt scaling, a logistic
regression is performed that is robust to sigmoidal distortions of the risk scores. Likewise,
isotonic regression is robust to any monotonic distortions of the risk scores. Unfortunately,
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Figure 3 . Precision-recall-gain curves for the various models. A larger area under the curve
signifies a better fit of the model with respect to its precision and recall.
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Figure 4 . Precision and recall at the top k predicted schools at risk, evaluated on the
test set. Precision at k is the number of correct predictions at the top k predicted schools
proportional to the total number of predicted schools at k. Recall at k is the number of
correct predictions at the top k predicted schools proportional to the total number of schools
at risk.
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also in this prediction rather than classification context, class imbalance is suspected to
introduce bias towards to the majority class, which is neither mitigated by the PRG AUC
nor these calibrations (Wallace & Dahabreh, 2012). In the following, we evaluate the
calibration performance of the obtained probability estimates.
Reliability curves. To begin with, Figure 5 shows the reliability curves for each
calibration method, by comparing the binned probability estimates to the observed proportions of schools at risk in those bins. Close inspection of the reliability curves reveals an
underestimation of risk in the low-risk bins and an overestimation of risk in the high-risk
bins, for both Platt scaling and isotonic regression. The first (low-risk) bin is extremely
well calibrated, which is simply a result of the severe class imbalance. The high-risk bins
are poorly calibrated, which is partly due to the limited number of observations—low-risk
predictions are much more frequently observed than high-risk predictions, which reflects
the class imbalance—and moreover illustrates the challenge to correctly predict schools at
risk with high certainty (i.e., large probability).
Skill scores. Calibration performance—sometimes called prediction skill—can be
summarized with skill scores. Table 6 provides the Brier score and logarithmic loss for
each type of calibration. The Brier score and log loss quantify the difference between the
probability estimates and actual classes, with the log loss providing a stronger penalization
for larger deviations. Smaller losses signify better calibration.
Similarly to the previously discussed PRG AUC values, the skill scores obscure possibly important model performance idiosyncrasies. That is, proper calibration may be more
important for some parts of the curve than for others. For instance, overestimation in
low-risk bins might be less of an issue if there is no capacity to inspect schools with lowrisk predictions. Here, we do not evaluate such possible idiosyncrasies, as these are policy
specific.
Summarizing, accurate calibration may significantly aid prediction by directly indicating the expected hit and error rates when a followup risk assessment needs to be decided upon. However, taking these calibration performance results together, the currently
achieved calibration performance renders strong prediction unfeasible. With neither definite classification nor accurate prediction, the risk scores nevertheless do provide predictive
power. In the next section, we therefore discuss some fundamental considerations in model
utilization.
Model Utilization
In the above, model performance is evaluated by the ability to discriminate schools
at risk from schools not at risk, measured against the achieved precision and recall, and
the ability to calibrate risk scores such that reliable probability estimates are obtained.
Although these measures provide relevant details on model performance, they provide little guidance for using the risk scores to plan school visits. Necessarily, schools with a high
presumed risk must be examined, a process called exploitation. On top of that, and irrespective of the scenario (classification or prediction), some form of exploration is fundamental
to tracking the validity of the model, especially in the long run. Here, exploration is viewed
as the examination of schools regardless of the presumed risk. Ultimately, an exploitationexploration framework must be employed that both exploits probable risks and explores
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Figure 5 . Reliability curves with 95% confidence intervals for different methods of calibration. For the various models, Platt scaling and isotonic regression are compared. Obtained
probabilities are binned with bin size .1. The diagonal reflects perfect calibration; the confidence intervals provide an intuition for the extent to which the point estimates may or
may not deviate from the diagonal. Where calibration = none, the package’s default class
probabilities were used.
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unforeseen ones. Therefore, we further develop the exploit and explore procedure that is
suggested in the introduction.
Importantly, for the expository rather than evaluative purpose of this section, we
consider a single model—the plr model—and its predictions for the training data, as the
training data contain the vast majority of schools in the Netherlands, whereas the test data
contain a limited subset. Moreover, for the expository purpose we assume that these data
reflect a cross section of the schools for a particular year.
In Figure 6 we suggest a principled approach. This approach does justice to the significant amount of prediction uncertainty discussed in the introduction and evidenced in this
section, and provides important guidance when deciding upon an exploration-exploitation
policy. It shows—for different amounts of exploration—the obtained precision and recall
when a particular number of schools is inspected. For instance, with an exploration fraction
of .25 and 1000 inspected schools, the 750 schools with the highest presumed risk end up
in the exploitation set and 250 randomly selected schools end up in the exploration set.
As such, some schools may end up in both sets. The figure gives the expected precision
and recall when the union of both sets is inspected. As can be seen in the figure, when
1000 schools are inspected recall may vary from .2 (with an exploration fraction of 1; all
inspected schools are randomly chosen) to .85 (with an exploration fraction of 0; only the
1000 schools with the highest presumed risk are inspected).
Figure 6 captures the key trade-offs of risk detection discussed in the introduction.
First, it demonstrates the trade-off in precision and recall; balancing the desire to spend
the limited capacity and resources well (precision) and detecting all schools at risk (recall).
Second, it demonstrates the trade-off in exploitation and exploration; balancing an optimal
precision-recall-trade-off (exploitation) and the imperative virtues of exploration. Finally,
it demonstrates how these trade-offs are impacted by the number of inspected schools.
Interestingly, Figure 6 exposes the seemingly limited effect of an increase of the exploration fraction from 0 to .25 on the obtained precision and recall. The implication of
this increase is however significant; it marks the difference between all the disadvantages
of a purely exploitative strategy and all the advantages of exploration. Figure 7 highlights
the effect for a fixed number of 600 inspected schools and a larger variety of exploration
fractions. Indeed, both precision and recall seem to suffer relatively little from increases
in exploration, although the decline becomes more pronounced when the exploration fraction exceeds .7. However, the optimal balance in the various trade-offs is not a matter of
statistics; it is a matter of policy.
Crucially, to evaluate the causal impact of inspections, one may desire to compare
schools across the full range of presumed risks. Figure 8 shows the impact of not inspecting
schools across the full range, thus also among the schools with high presumed risk. The
figure is similar to Figure 6, but for each school randomly designated to be visited (the
exploration set), another school is designated not to be visited (the control set). Schools in
the control set are removed from the schools in the exploitation set. The experimentation
fraction denotes the fraction of schools that is randomly visited for the purpose of causal
impact evaluation, and for which a similar number of randomly selected schools is not
visited. Evidently, the impact of experiments on the expected recall is larger for larger
experimentation fractions. Moreover, as experiments directly influence the exploitation
set, recall can even be seen to decline with large numbers of inspected schools and large
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Figure 6 . Precision (top panel, y-axis) and recall (bottom panel, y-axis) for different numbers of inspected schools (x-axis), given all (unique) schools in the training data. Predictions
from the plr model were used. Schools are ordered by presumed risk. Line and point types
distinguish the proportions of schools—from the number of inspected schools on the xaxis—that were randomly sampled from all schools in the training data. Each data point
represents the average of 100 samples. An exploration fraction of 0 implies a fully exploitative strategy, such that in that case the y-axes reflect the precision—respectively recall—at
k. Exploration was performed on all predictions, such that schools may end up in both the
exploited and explored set of schools (hence the approximation of the number of inspected
schools).
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experimentation fractions. Fortunately, with larger numbers of inspected schools, smaller
fractions of schools are required for proper causal impact evaluations.
Discussion
To prevent school failure, risk detection is key. In this study, we explored case-based
predictions of primary schools at risk. We evaluated both classification and prediction
performance of the trained models, and suggested a principled and actionable exploit and
explore procedure for acting upon predictions. The exploit and explore procedure targets
various challenges substantiated in the introduction. First, it allows one to systematically
deal with the significant prediction uncertainty encountered in this very problem, and must
ultimately help limit the number of schools at risk that go undetected. Performance results
show that schools at risk appear across the complete rank ordering of most trained models,
signifying that schools at risk and schools not at risk are difficult to discriminate. On top of
that, in such a situation it is a matter of fairness to not solely exploit the model and only act
upon presumed risks. Second, it provides a structural way of evaluating the effectiveness of
school inspections, and the activities that schools implement conditionally on inspection to
improve the quality of their education. Finally, having a random component in acting upon
presumed risks may provide an additional accountability incentive for schools to prioritize
educational quality.
In the following section, we first explain three principles that—in addition to the discussed exploration principle—guided the development of the exploit and explore procedure.
Then, we discuss how these principles combine into different exploit and explore policies
that help target the various challenges of the inspectorate.
Guiding Principles
To begin with, we evaluate the models independent of a risk threshold. Indeed, the
poor discrimination performance of the trained models provides one evident rationale for
this choice. Nevertheless, the inspectorate’s RBI method demands that only a selection of
schools is inspected, and a policy for deciding to act upon predictions must thus be established. The achieved calibration performance may provide some grip, as class probabilities
can be used to select different proportions of schools with different risk estimates, but only
when estimated class probabilities sufficiently match observed class proportions. In any
case, a principle procedure must be used for school selection. The suggested exploit and
explore framework can be used independent of risk thresholds or risk probabilities.
Second, we take into account the trade-off in recall and precision. As discussed in
the Methods and Results sections, the precision-recall trade-off not only benefits model
optimization for imbalanced problems (in comparison with the sensitivity-specificity tradeoff), precision and recall also represent two—conflicting—key priorities of the inspectorate.
Typically, inspectorates must weigh their desire to spent their limited resources well (and
obtain high precision), and their desire to prevent the misidentification of actual schools
at risk (and obtain high recall). The suggested exploit and explore framework allows for
understanding the expected impact of different policy decisions on the obtained precision
and recall.
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Figure 8 . Precision (top panel, y-axis) and recall (bottom panel, y-axis) for different numbers of inspected schools (x-axis), given all (unique) schools in the training data. Predictions
from the plr model were used. Schools are ordered by presumed risk. Line and point types
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Finally, the exploit and explore framework must be actionable. That is, it must aid the
inspectorate to act upon predictions in a principled manner. Importantly, the inspectorate’s
current RBI method can be easily adapted to the suggested exploit and explore framework.
As described in the introduction, risk scores are currently used to prioritize desk research.
Exploit and explore policies can augment such prioritisation, such that a proportion of
low-risk predictions is acted upon, or a proportion of high-risk predictions is not acted
upon. Naturally, to fully benefit from such a policy, this selection must contain a random
component, and presumed risks must be thoroughly verified.
Exploit and Explore Policies
The discussed principles combine into an exploit and explore framework, allowing
for different policies that balance the trade-offs in the three key objectives of the inspectorate discussed in the introduction. However, before developing a policy, it is crucial to
understand the interdependencies between the desired recall or precision, the degree of exploitation or exploration, and the number of predictions that are acted upon. Given that
the prediction model outperforms a random selection of schools, exploitation—acting upon
high-risk predictions—benefits both immediate precision and immediate recall, whereas exploration harms immediate precision and immediate recall. Here, ‘immediate’ is emphasized,
as in the long run—with evolving definitions of risk, policies for determining risk, and mechanisms underlying risk—the prediction model will derail when a proper exploration policy
is not in place. Second, precision benefits from acting upon a limited number of presumed
high-risk schools, whereas recall benefits from acting upon as much schools as possible. It
follows that whereas exploration harms immediate recall, this can be remediated by acting
upon a larger number of predictions. For precision, it largely depends on the degree of
exploitation and exploration.
The exploit and explore procedure provides two natural points of departure. First,
the number of schools that can be acted upon can be guiding, as inspection capacity does
not allow all schools to be inspected on a yearly basis. In this case, the desired degree
of exploitation and exploration ultimately determines the expected precision and recall.
Second, the desired recall can be guiding, as the inspectorate is accountable for detecting
schools at risk. In this case, the desired degree of exploitation and exploration determines
the number of predictions that need to be acted upon. Evidently, both points of departure
are at odds, as with limited capacity full recall cannot be guaranteed. Finally, the desired
precision and desired degree of exploitation and exploration make limited sense as a point
of departure, though both fulfill key roles that have already been discussed in length.
Regardless of one’s point of departure, an exploit and explore policy requires one to
set a degree of exploitation and exploration. Importantly, for the sake of model evaluation
and development, a fully exploratory strategy can be said to have the largest entropy and
is suspected to provide the most (surprising) information. However, a fully exploratory
strategy defeats the purpose of prediction. Therefore, a trade-off between exploitation and
exploration must be set. One policy would be to exploit the top predictions of risk, and
explore a number of remaining schools. Necessarily, exploration is random, although one
may for instance create different bins for presumed risk severity, and alter the amount of
exploration per bin. Evidently, if calibration performance is high, probability estimates can
be used to guide the exploit and explore policy.
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For the sake of inspection evaluation, a different strategy must be used. Several challenges render inspection evaluation a particularly non-trivial objective. For one, proper
evaluation demands experimental comparisons, and thus requires some schools to be acted
upon and others not to be acted upon, independent of presumed risk. Thus, if the top
predictions of risk are exploited, the inspection effectiveness with regard to those predicted
schools cannot be compared to a control (i.e., similar schools that are not exploited). Indeed, even the verification of presumed risk by for instance visiting the school—without
taking further measures if a school is indeed at risk—can be viewed as an intervention and
potentially hampers the validity of the evaluation. Especially in the inspectorate’s current
RBI method, with no exploration, school visits can signal expected risk and function similar to placebo treatments in clinical trials. Consequently, exploration has the additional
benefit that this signal is removed, as each and every school may be visited, regardless of
presumed risk. Crucially however, not acting upon presumed risks might be a step that
the inspectorate is not willing to take. Partially, this can be resolved by resorting to a
treatment as usual (TAU) control, and evaluating different types of measures. De Wolf and
Janssens (2007) provide some suggestions, such as randomly varying the types or numbers
of inspections.
Ultimately, an exploit and explore policy must help to improve prediction performance. If and when proper discrimination performance is achieved, the desired policy for
the exploit and explore procedure may shift accordingly. For instance, one may choose to
accept that full recall is difficult to achieve and focus on precision, by lowering the degree of
exploration for cases with lower associated risk. On the other hand, if full recall is pursued,
one may increase the degree of exploration for those cases. However, this comes at the cost
of either the number of predictions that is acted upon, or the number of presumed high-risk
schools that are judged to be at risk, without proper verification. Naturally, one may also
alter the degree of verification depending on the presumed risk.
Conclusions
The ship of dichotomizing predictions of risk using thresholds, and only acting upon
presumed risks, has sailed. The exploit and explore procedure introduced in this study
provides an actionable alternative. This pragmatic approach demands one to deliberate
the trade-offs in desired recall, desired precision, and available resources for acting upon
presumed risks. In return, it provides a realistic understanding of the limits to RBI methods,
returns appropriate data for improving future prediction performance, creates a strong
incentive for schools to prioritize educational quality, and introduces an opportunity to
evaluate the causal impact of inspections.
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Description
The precision-recall-gain (PRG) curve evaluates the

 tradeP
off between the obtained positive predictive value T PT+F
P


Precision-recallgain AUC

Precision @ k

Recall @ k

Reliability curve

Skill scores



P
and true positive rate T PT+F
N , where T and F denote
true/false and P and N denote positive/negative. The
baseline in a precision-recall analysis is the always-positive
classifier—where recall = 1 and precision = π—such that
only precision and recall values in the interval [π, 1] need to
be considered (Flach & Kull, 2015). In a precision-recallgain analysis these values are rescaled to the interval [0, 1],
using a harmonic scale.
The area under the precision-recall-gain curve (PRG AUC)
summarizes the precision-recall trade-off in a single number.
The higher the better, generally speaking. The PRG AUC
is threshold independent.
The precision at k evaluates the precision of the model at
the k schools with the highest predicted risk. The limited
resources of the inspectorate forces the inspectorate to limit
the amount of visited schools to some k. The precision at k
is threshold independent.
The recall at k evaluates the recall of the model at the k
schools with the highest predicted risk. The limited resources of the inspectorate forces the inspectorate to limit
the amount of visited schools to some k. The recall at k is
threshold independent.
Reliability curves compare estimated class probabilities and
observed class proportions. Probability calibration was performed using Platt scaling and isotonic regression. Calibration performance is summarized with skill scores.
Skill scores quantify calibration performance. The Brier
score gives the mean squared difference between estimated
class probabilities and the actual classes, whereas the logarithmic loss takes the natural logarithm rather than the
square of the difference. The lower the better, generally
speaking. Evidently, the log loss provides a stronger penalization for large deviations than the Brier score.

Table 4
Model performance measures for discrimination and calibration.
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Model
gbm
lr
plr
svm

PRG AUC
0.710
0.731
0.812
0.757

Table 5
Area under the curve (AUC) values for the precision-recall-gain (PRG) curves.

Model
gbm
gbm
gbm
lr
lr
lr
plr
plr
plr
svm
svm
svm

Calibration
isotonic
none
platt
isotonic
none
platt
isotonic
none
platt
isotonic
none
platt

Brier Score
0.089
0.090
0.100
0.101
0.099
0.110
0.085
0.083
0.094
0.100
0.091
0.102

Log Loss
0.317
0.303
0.355
0.946
0.521
0.420
0.309
0.268
0.324
0.682
0.312
0.373

Table 6
Brier scores and logarithmic loss for the calibrated models, using Platt scaling and isotonic
regression. Where calibration = none, the package’s default class probabilities (i.e., risk
scores) were used.

